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Relationships Between Key Companies in E-Commerce 

 

     E-commerce has been a rapidly changing and growing field of the world’s economy.  Over the last few 

years of change, sixteen companies have reaped huge profits, and have been recognized by the Fortune e-

50 online magazine as being the top 50 highest-grossing online businesses in the nation.1  These 

multibillion-dollar companies are the e-companies AOL, Charles Schwab, and Amazon.com; the net 

software and services companies Microsoft and Oracle; the net hardware companies IBM, Lucent 

Technologies, Intel, Dell Computer, Cisco Systems, Sun Microsystems, EMC, and Qualcomm; and the 

net communications companies AT&T, MCI WorldCom, and Qwest Communications.  Most of us will 

instantly recognize the names of these companies, since their products and services have become 

seamlessly integrated into American life.  However, if we stop to think about how these companies have 

reached their lofty positions on the Fortune e-50 list, we may notice a characteristic that distinguishes 

these multibillion-dollar companies from others who have not done as well.  That characteristic is the 

complexity of the social and trade networks that exist between these companies and several outside 

companies.   

     Before examining the social networks between these companies, we must first establish an idea of how 

these networks might be structured.  Prior to starting the research, a structure was proposed for these 

social networks, based upon the total revenues generated by each category (e-company, net 

communications, net software/services, and net hardware).  Total revenue figures were calculated by 

adding the individual revenues for companies in each category.  If we compare the revenues of the 

multibillion-dollar Fortune e-50 companies, a pattern begins to emerge.  Net hardware companies carry 

the highest revenue; of the 8 companies listed above, the total revenue was $207,891 million dollars.  The 

                                                 
1 Fortune.com: 12.6.99: e50 Company Index.  http://www.fortune.com/fortune/e50/ . 
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category with the second highest revenue is net communication, with a total revenue of $91,112 million.  

Third were the net software and service companies at $28,810 million, and finally, the multibillion-dollar 

e-companies like AOL and Charles Schwab, with $9,905 million.   

     Let us take a look at the categories at the high and low ends of the total revenue spectrum—the net 

hardware category at $207,891 million dollars, and the e-company category, at $9,905 million dollars.  If 

we assume that categories with higher total revenues produce products that are more essential to 

commerce, then total revenues become a measurement of the relative value of each category.  This 

provides a way to organize the categories based on how valuable one category is, compared to another.  A 

hierarchy of categories can then be formed, indicating which categories support one another.  In this 

hierarchy, e-companies are supported by net software and service companies, which are supported by net 

communication companies, which are in turn supported by net hardware companies.  The companies 

toward the latter end of this list produce products that are necessary for the functioning of companies 

toward the beginning of this list.  We can see that general e-commerce networks in the U.S. form a 

hierarchy of necessity; companies at one tier of the hierarchy support the companies above it, and rely on 

products and services from the companies below it.  This hierarchy can be represented in graphical form, 

as shown below:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bottom tier: most fundamental.  Top tier: integrates products and services from the lower tiers. 

 

     Now we can begin to examine the social network existing between the top 16 Fortune e-50 companies.  

A diagram of these relationships has been included on the next page.   
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A Diagram of All Relationships Found Between the Fortune e-50 Multibillion-Dollar Companies 

Top: e-companies     Left: net communication companies   
Middle/right: net software/services companies  Bottom: net hardware companies 
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     Since many of the relationships will be repeated when listing the relationships of each company, it will 

likely be easier to focus on the nodes on the diagram that contain the most connections.  By doing this, we 

can make sure to cover each relationship just once. 

     The first major node we will consider is AOL.  AOL is the world’s largest online service provider, and 

after the merger with Time Warner, it has also become the largest media entertainment firm.  It has 9 ties 

overall: two to net communication companies, both of the other multibillion-dollar e-companies, both of 

the net software and services companies, and four net hardware companies.  As a world leader in online 

services, AOL has quite an extensive network.  The two net communication companies it has ties with, 

MCI WorldCom and AT&T, happen to be competitors.  To please both companies at the same time, AOL 

interestingly has indirect ties to both, or else one company might feel disadvantaged.  AOL’s tie to MCI 

WorldCom runs through CompuServe, which was acquired by AOL several years ago.  AOL sold its 

network services to MCI WorldCom, who in turn sold CompuServe online services to AOL.  AOL’s tie to 

AT&T is through a wireless service plan, where AT&T will use AOL e-mail, news, stock updates, and 

other features on their wireless pagers and cell phones. 

     AOL also has ties to both of the other multibillion-dollar e-companies, Charles Schwab and 

Amazon.com.  These ties might be important because AOL can reap the benefits of new business 

knowledge and social capital from these well-to-do companies, thereby increasing its status in e-

commerce.  Its relationship with Charles Schwab is an indirect one.  Charles Schwab merged with U.S. 

Trust, a state planning and fiduciary services company, and U.S. Trust owns stock in AOL.  Therefore, 

Charles Schwab and AOL are linked through this third company.2  AOL’s second relationship is more 

direct, with Amazon.com.  They are connected by a promotional and advertising agreement through 

which Amazon will be the exclusive book vendor for AOL, CompuServe (acquired by AOL), and 

                                                 
2 About the Charles Schwab Corporation.  http://biz.yahoo.com/prnews/001012/ca_schwab_.html 
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Netscape (a subsidiary of AOL).  Also, AOL.com is an Amazon.com Associate under a customer referral 

program on their website.3   

     There are an interesting set of ties between AOL and the two net software and services companies, 

Microsoft and Oracle.  Microsoft currently includes an icon on every copy of its Windows 98/2000 

operating systems so that users have the option to sign up for AOL internet services.  Oracle manages 

AOL’s website, and its software supports AOL’s databases.  However, during Microsoft’s famous anti-

trust case, AOL sided with Oracle in agreeing to testify against Microsoft.  Nevertheless, Microsoft still 

includes an AOL icon on every copy of Windows, perhaps because user demand for AOL services is 

monetarily more important than whatever grudges CEOs Bill Gates and Steve Case might have for each 

other. 

     The last set of AOL’s relationships are with four net hardware companies: Intel, IBM, Sun 

Microsystems, and Dell Computer.  Obviously, Intel manufactures the processors and IBM makes most of 

the servers that AOL likely has in use.  Dell computers come with Windows, which has an AOL icon 

users can click on to sign up for services.  Not to mention the Java plugins created by Sun that come in 

handy when viewing certain portions of the AOL web site.  Intel, IBM, and Sun have this type of product-

supply relationship with all of the multibillion-dollar e-companies, since products provided by these three 

companies are necessary for the functioning of all the other companies.  However, there are other 

relationships besides these simple product-supply ones.  AOL and Sun Microsystems have a strategic 

alliance through Netscape, and have agreed to develop and market network application software for e-

commerce under the iPlanet E-Commerce Solutions name.  Furthermore, a closer relationship between  

AOL and these four net hardware companies is that they all agreed to testify against Microsoft in the anti-

trust case.  Perhaps it is because AOL and these four companies have a lot to gain if Microsoft is found 

guilty of anti-trust violations. 

                                                 
3 Amazon.com Associates Program, at 
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/subst/associates/join/associates.html/ref=as_gw_bt/102-1854823-3409704 . 
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     We started with AOL because it was one of the 4 major nodes in our networking diagram.  

Interestingly, although there are more net hardware companies with fewer connections per node, as we go 

up the hierarchy, there are fewer e-companies with more connections per node.  While this circumstance 

could be a product of how extensively this research was done, it may demonstrate an interesting point.  

The base companies at the bottom of the hie rarchy do not need to be as connected as the more integrated 

companies at the top of the hierarchy, which rely on one another and the companies below them.  For 

example, the job of the net hardware companies is to churn out parts and equipment, but e-companies 

have to figure out how to integrate the hardware with net communications solutions, software, and so 

forth.   

     The next major node is Amazon.com, with 8 connections.  Amazon.com, headed by CEO Jeff Bezos, 

is the nation’s number one Internet music, DVD, and book retailer.4  It has ties to AOL, two of the three 

multibillion-dollar net communication companies, both net software and services companies, and three 

net hardware companies.  AOL’s connection to Amazon was mentioned above, namely an advertising 

agreement by which Amazon would be the sole online book vendor for AOL.  Amazon also has ties to 

two net communication companies, AT&T and MCI WorldCom.  AT&T and MCI WorldCom both 

support wireless Internet access for many people, including Amazon customers.  Amazon can use this 

service to update people on auction bids or tracking alerts over a cell phone or pager.   

     Amazon has connections to Microsoft and Oracle, the two net software and services companies.  

Microsoft is an Amazon.com Associate under a customer referral program on their website, the same 

program that AOL happens to be a part of.5  Oracle’s database management software is what supports  

Amazon.com’s website databases.  Amazon also has ties with three net hardware companies, IBM, Dell, 

and Cisco Systems.  These relationships are mainly product-supply ones; Amazon sells IBM and Dell 

products on its website.  Furthermore, Amazon’s website and databases are supported by Cisco Systems’ 

networking hardware. 

                                                 
4 Amazon.com Investor Relations: Company Information. http://www.iredge.com/IREdge/IREdge.asp?c=002239 . 
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     The third major node is Oracle, a network software/services company that is a leading developer of 

database management systems software.  With 9 connections, it has links to two of the three multibillion-

dollar e-companies, MCI WorldCom, and 5 of the 7 net hardware companies.  Perhaps Oracle has links 

with so many net hardware companies because it serves as a point of contact for the hardware companies’ 

products; after all, net hardware would be mostly useless without the net software and data management 

needed to use it.  And, although no connections were found between Oracle and Charles Schwab, it is 

likely that Oracle has connections with all three multibillion-dollar e-companies because these companies 

heavily depend on Oracle’s software for managing their data.   

     Oracle has connections between the multibillion-dollar e-companies AOL and Amazon.com.  Its ties to 

Amazon.com mostly involve supplying Amazon with the data management software needed to run its 

databases.  Other than using its software to manage AOL’s databases, Oracle has an indirect tie with AOL 

through a third company, Liberate.  Liberate is an interactive company owned by Oracle, which owns a 

good piece of AOL stock.  Oracle also has a four-way set of connections between Sun Microsystems, 

IBM, Netscape, and AOL.  Sun Microsystems, IBM, and Netscape, an AOL subsidiary, are currently 

working to establish the standards for knowledge and skill levels of enterprise developers working in 

Java.   

     Oracle has collaborated with MCI WorldCom on providing products for WorldCom’s On Demand 

Network, a network that carries many different communications (internet, data, video, voice, fax) over a 

single high-speed connection.  But besides that, no other connections were found between Oracle and the 

other net communication companies.  However, it would be reasonable to presume that AT&T and Qwest 

Communications are probably using Oracle software to manage their databases, although no such 

connections were actually found during the course of research.   

     Oracle has connections to 5 of the 7 net hardware companies.  Oracle’s connection with IBM is 

described above in the four-way connection between Sun Microsystems, IBM, Netscape, and AOL.  

                                                                                                                                                             
5 Amazon.com Associates Program, at 
http://www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/subst/associates/join/associates.html/ref=as_gw_bt/102-1854823-3409704 . 
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Oracle has helped Cisco Systems keep up to date with growth, which has resulted in more happy 

customers and greater profits.  Oracle also has ties to Cisco and a second net hardware company, EMC, 

through the development of a new ECOstructure initiative (ECO is short for EMC, Cisco, Oracle).6  EMC 

is a company that seeks to provide robust, secure, and trusted information storage infrastructures.7  Their 

alliance focuses on methods of integrating advanced technologies, and providing the tools necessary to 

simplify, improve, and accelerate the implementation of e-business infrastructures.  Oracle and Sun 

Microsystems, Inc. have a strategic alliance to one another through a third company called VERITAS.8  

These companies are working to jointly through this alliance to find new ways of helping customers 

rapidly build more robust e-business infrastructures.  And finally, Oracle’s ties with Lucent Technologies 

involve collaborating on the E-Leadership program, a huge B2B program in which web solutions are 

proposed to share information between businesses across the world.    

     Now we arrive at the final major node.  Cisco Systems, headed by CEO John Chambers, has 9 

different connections.  It is the world leader in supplying routers, IP switches, and other computer 

network products, and has ties to two multibillion-dollar e-companies, both net software/services 

companies, 2 of the 3 net communication companies, and 3 of the 7 net hardware companies.9  Although 

connections were not found for the remaining companies, it would not be surprising to find them later on.  

Cisco products are at the backbone (quite literally) of all Internet e-businesses.  They provide the 

foundation for information transfer between websites and customers, between databases on different 

networks, and between businesses and employees.  Among many of Cisco’s relationships with other 

companies, we can see that alliances usually help to increase the adoption or improvement of e-business  

                                                 
6 Cisco Enterprise: ECOstructure Initiative.  
http://www.ieng.com/warp/public/779/largeent/learn/technologies/ecostructure/ . 
7 EMC Corporation, What We Do.  http://www.emc.com/about/  
8 VERITAS Home Page, at http://www.veritas.com/us/ . 
9 Cisco Executive Team – John T. Chambers.  http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/750/execs/chambers.html . 
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infrastructures.  Such alliances are certainly beneficial to the company, since if more businesses adopt 

Cisco’s idea of an e-business infrastructure, Cisco will be assured to have plenty of customer orders for 

routers, switches, and other network components that will support the infrastructure. 

     Cisco mainly has product-supply relationships with AOL, Charles Schwab, and Amazon.com, 

supplying the equipment necessary for these multibillion-dollar e-companies to keep up and running.  But 

between Cisco and the net communication companies, Cisco has formed closer relationships, to promote 

the improvement of existing e-business infrastructures.  Cisco and AT&T are currently working to 

develop cost-effective infrastructure solutions that meet the ever-changing needs of business customers.  

Cisco and MCI WorldCom have a Business-to-Business Network Service alliance, in which they have 

created a new network service to bring together all the necessary elements for supporting e-business 

applications within a company or between multiple companies.  Cisco also has a tie with Qwest 

Communications, a telecommunications company offering commercial long distance products and 

services, Internet access, carrier services and fiber optic construction services.10  Together, they have a 

strategic alliance to build the next generation of high-speed voice/data networks, which will support 

videoconferencing, multicasting, telephony, and fax with ease.   

     Cisco has an interesting set of collaborations between Microsoft and IBM, two companies that are 

antagonistic toward one another.  Of the number of strategic alliances Cisco has with Microsoft, one of 

those, in Networked Multimedia, involves collaborating on the development of streaming multimedia.  

By focusing on industry standards for video, multicasting, and service quality, their goal is to accelerate 

the adoption of this critical enabling technology.11  However, Cisco also has a strategic alliance with IBM.  

This alliance involves focusing on the development of the global Internet economy.  The goal of this 

alliance is to find ways of allowing businesses to successfully migrate to an Internet infrastructure.  In the 

                                                 
10 Qwest Communications Home Page, at http://www.qwest.com/  . 
11 Microsoft and Cis co: Networked Multimedia.  
http://www.cisco.com/warp/public/756/partnership/microsoft/networkedMM/ . 
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future, Cisco and IBM hope they can help enable higher customer satisfaction worldwide by giving 

customers a leading edge in their businesses.   

     Among the net hardware companies, Cisco has ties with Oracle and EMC through the co-development 

of the ECOstructure initiative, as described above in the last paragraph about Oracle.  This alliance was 

yet another one to help improve the presence of e-business infrastructures.  Cisco also has ties to Intel 

through a third company, called NMC.  They are involved in a program to facilitate greater adoption of 

networked multimedia applications, mainly in businesses using both intranets and over the larger Internet.  

Their goal is to make it easier for developers to create interactive learning, video conferencing, and other 

rich multimedia applications.   

     Although earlier we proposed there was a hierarchical structure to e-commerce, the organization is 

actually quite fuzzy.  There are so many relationships between company categories that often, there seems 

to be very little organization.  However, one fact remains—every company is in some way affected by the 

performance of all other companies.  This fact is the reason why I think the future looks good for e-

commerce.  As an example of e-commerce’s bright future, the Gartner Group, Inc. has predicted that a 

coming surge in high-speed home broadband services will boost consumer spending on the Internet, with 

one-quarter of all American households buying more than $10,000 worth of products and services via the 

Web by 2006.  This will largely be brought about through relationships between e-companies supplying 

the broadband Internet technology and e-companies that sell goods and services over the Internet.  If an e-

company supplies a technology that another company can use, a relationship is formed that has the 

prospect for future returns.  The relationships can be product-supply relationships, antagonistic 

relationships, or alliances, as we have seen in previous pages.  These relationships can be thought of as 

social capital, and the products and technology being exchanged between companies can be thought of as 

investments in future social capital.  In e-business, this social capital is converted to monetary value all 

the time, and may help to explain why these multibillion-dollar Fortune e-50 companies have reached 

their lofty position in e-commerce.   


